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2016 MID-YEAR IMPACT REPORT
August 9, 2016
This 2016 Impact Report is informed by the Seattle Chapter Annual Plan, member survey results, emails and direct
feedback from members. The Chapter has no dues or fees so women of all income levels can participate. A volunteer team
accomplishes the running of the Chapter with no operating budget.

OUR VISION
We believe in a world where the contribution of women is equally valued and where women, wherever they are in their
career, display leadership at every level.

OUR VALUES
SHOW UP

•

ENERGIZE

•

ADD VALUE

•

BUILD COMMUNITY

•

LEAVE A LEGACY

CHAPTER SNAPSHOT
•
•
•
•
•
•

721 LeanInCircles.Org members, up 270% from January 2016
Reaching 1500+ members (doubled in 7 months from January 2016)
Supporting 25 Small Circles, an additional 85 members to be placed in the next 30 days
Hosted 12 Large Chapter meetings in 2016, 100+ people in attendance per meeting and 350+ watching on
global live-stream
Increased Leadership Team to 4 Executive Leaders and 5 Directors since January 2016
Recognized as Regional Leader in February 2016

BIG WINS
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Created Innovative cross-Chapter partnership with Lean In Military called Lean In Women Veterans (backed by the
Center for Women Veterans and LeanIn.Org) with over 500+ Facebook members, 271 LeanIn.Org members and 21
Small Circles supported
Sought after by Microsoft, Amazon, and Nordstrom for Small Circle strategy and support
Contacted by Comcast to help them create a Public Service Announcement about Women Leadership and Women
in the Workplace
Engaged by Amazon to participate in transformative workplace initiative helping increase the percentage of 		
women in management in their operational centers (currently less than 20%)
Hosted an event at Amazon on Nailing the Interview with over 1,000 people RSVPing interested in attending
Launched a website, www.leaninseattle.org
Developed and launched bi-weekly newsletter with 1500+ reach, 17 newsletters issued to date
Developed partnership with Seattle-based KoduCare to support our Lean In Women Veterans Pilot Program
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INCLUSION PHILOSOPHY
The #1 reason people come to our Chapter is to build community and we believe the best way to do so is to work together
in pursuit of common goals. We state repeatedly within our Chapter that Lean In is a movement not an event. And as such, we
want as many people at the table as want to be at the table. We encourage all of our members to be actively and intimately
involved with running, executing, participating in, organizing, and contributing to our overall efforts. Our goal is to create a
community of inclusion and contribution where the only requirement to becoming involved, is the desire to be.
WHY JOIN LEAN IN?
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

Career
Transition

Career
Advancement

Build
Community

Skill
Building

Volunteering

The Seattle Chapter is run and supported by the following leadership team:

EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP
CORDILA JOCHIM | Lean In Seattle Chapter Lead & Chief of Strategy

			

Co-Founder Lean In Women Veterans

As a builder, Cordila boosts businesses and marquee projects through strategy, innovation and
partnerships dramatically increasing growth and scale. Cordila serves clients through her brand
strategy company, Corhouse. However in late 2015 she left her key client and a C-Suite position at
a NY-based hedge fund services provider to dedicate her efforts, full-time for a calendar year, toward
making the Lean In Seattle Chapter a powerful seat of change for women leadership and gender equality.
ALICIA BOAZ | Small Circles & Event Operations

Alicia currently works at Microsoft as a Business Strategy Analyst with a team that offers modern
learning experiences for IT professionals, Developers, and Students to gain new technology skills.
Within Lean In Seattle, she is a Regional Leader who leads the strategic execution and operations
for Small Circles, Chapter Events, and Company partnerships.
AMY HANSEN | Business & Legal

Amy Hansen is a marketing executive who has successfully lead product, channel and brand
marketing teams across a variety of industries, i.e. consumer electronics, and water filtration. Most
recently she was the Global Business Unit Director at Fluke Corporation for the thermography
business. Within Lean In Seattle she leads the development and deployment of business process,
manages the volunteer pipeline and helps set the annual strategic plan.
JONNA BELL | Social Media & Marketing

J onna is a founding partner of Nube9, a startup that makes sustainable activewear and team uniforms
for youth athletics. Nube9 also focuses on creating education and dialogues about responsible
fashion. At Lean In Seattle, Jonna is the Director of Marketing and Social Media, developing strategies
and partnerships that help increase engagement and spread the word about Lean In.
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DIRECTORS
EMILY SHERIDAN | PR & Communications

Emily s upports activating and enhancing brand awareness, m
 anaging media and partnerships, and
getting the word out about town. She desired to be a part of the movement from the moment she
read Lean In; dr iven by her own corporate world experiences to contribute to creating change. Part
storyteller, part strategist, Emily brings 12 years of integrated MarCom, PR and brand leadership
around the globe and is currently consulting.
KATE CURTIS | Team Member & Advisor

Communication strategist and public relations professional, Kate Curtis is President of
Communication Tactics, and founder of Grounded in Strength, a communication skills training
program designed specifically for women. As a competitive athlete, Kate applies the principles
of athletic success to help women executives increase their credibility within the business
environment and become strong and confident speakers.
ASHLEA MORRISON | Diversity & Inclusion

Ashlea is a technical recruiter and Director of Diversity and Inclusion, Local JCI President and
United Nations Foundation Champion. She brings a level of awareness and insight to the
conversation of Diversity and Inclusion to the Seattle Chapter, assuring we meet our goal of being
a chapter where everyone feels welcome.

SAVANNAH KRENZEL | Strategy Support & Web Development

Savannah is a self-taught software developer, currently working at a Seattle startup building
mobile apps for avid sports fans. She sits on the Strategy Committee for Lean In Seattle Chapter,
filling in wherever she sees an opportunity to support the growth of successful women.

SHELLIE WILLIS | Veteran Liaison

Shellie Willis, Master Sergeant Retired, US Army. Shellie is Director of Strategic Initiatives in
workforce development with special emphasis on veteran and military family Initiatives along
with cross regional engagement with workforce boards in Washington State. Shellie’s experience
is key in helping our Lean In Women Veteran and bringing increased awareness to our chapter
and community in our goal to embrace women veterans into our community.

I: CHAPTER STRATEGY & DEMOGRAPHICS

HISTORY
The Seattle Chapter was formed in 2013 by Pam Kilborn-Miller. In 2016, she handed over the Chapter to new leadership,
Cordila Jochim and Kate Curtis, who transformed the model, brought in additional leaders, and postured the chapter for
growth, scale and impact. The following reflects the efforts of the entire Seattle Chapter leadership team.
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WE RUN OUR MOVEMENT LIKE A BUSINESS.
We believe the most powerful way to bring this vision and world change to life is by running our movement like a business.
We believe a methodical, logical, organized, structured, measured, professional organization is one that will inspire both
career professionals as well as CEOs, business owners, influencers, and community change-makers to effect meaningful and
lasting change. We began the foundational work in January of 2016 to revamp the Chapter with a leadership offsite. The
key outputs from the session were:
•

A clear definition and alignment on our collective Vision and Values

•

Creation of 3 key Strategic Pillars

•

A restructuring of the core elements like size of and roles within the leadership team

•

The addition of Small Circle support services

•

Development of repeatable processes and procedures

•

Development of an annual curriculum

•

Development of a community and business outreach model

STRATEGIC PILLARS
In order for our efforts to be maximized they need to be efficient and aligned. We gain alignment through mapping our
efforts against three Strategic Pillars. If we cannot determine alignment for a specific activity that has been raised, we do
not move forward. Our Strategic Pillars are:

Spread the Vision: In order to achieve our vision and impact more lives, we must inspire others to buy-in and contribute
to the vision.
Work the Lean In Model: Lean In is a powerful and proven platform through which to build community, increase skills, and
advance careers. As such, we are committed to leveraging and aligning to the Lean In model of Chapters and Small Circles.
Be a Resource: As experts in the Lean In model and philosophy, we serve as a resource for those looking to increase gender
equality and women’s leadership capacity – Chapter members and our broader community alike.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
We established Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that align with our strategic plan to measure our impact and continuously
improve our approaches. We do so through a regular cadence of event tracking, surveys, and analyzing site analytics. We
evaluate these metrics month-over-month and per marketing or in-person event to help learn what event and communication
strategies lead to the biggest impact. To stay consistent with our strategic pillars each KPI measured is tied back.
Spread the Vision: Marketing effectiveness
Work the Lean In Model: Chapter Membership, Small Circles
Be a Resource: Events, Veteran Impact, Community Outreach
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SPREAD THE VISION: Marketing
KPIs:
• LeanIn.Org member and Circle count
• Facebook likes and reach
• Newsletter reach, open rates and click through rates
• Monthly website visits
A key to spreading the vision for increased women’s leadership capacity and gender equality is to increase our reach and
engagement in the community. To do this, we leverage key communications channels: LeanIn.org, Facebook, LeanInSeattle.
org, and Lean In Seattle Chapter’s bi-weekly newsletter.
LeanInCircles.Org
In January 2016, we had 620 active members on Mightybell (the now no longer supported Lean In social media site) and
only 267 active members on LeanInCircles.Org. To remain up to date with our channels, we issued an email campaign in
March and again in May to encourage Mightybell members to now sign up on LeanInCircles.Org. Since then, our member
count increased on LeanInCircles.Org by 270% to 721.
Facebook
In December 2015 we launched a Facebook Group page and have hit 1,000+ Likes in July and have reached over 20,000
people with our Facebook posts. To drive increased Facebook engagement we intentionally focus on posting video and
photo content that tends to solicit the most engagement.
LeanInSeattle.Org
In April, we launched our LeanInSeattle.org website hosted using Square Space where we have been able to consolidate
and organize key information about our chapter and events. In July, the site has received close to 1,000 visits and over 2,000
page views.
Newsletter
Over the past 4 months, we’ve grown our reach by 83% to over 1,500+ measured by the number of members on our
chapter newsletter mailing list. In order to stay engaged with our members, we send bi-weekly newsletters that outlines
information on upcoming events, recap past events, share chapter announcements and updates, and share tips for
successful Small Circles. Our average open rate is 29% and an average click through rate is 5%.
An example of our newsletters can be found here:
Lean In Seattle becomes #SistersAfterService
Lean In Seattle: Event Recap - Nailing the Interview
Lean In Seattle: Rest & Recuperate like an Athlete

WORK THE MODEL: Chapter Membership, Small Circles
KPIs:
• Recurring member attendance
• Total meeting attendance
• Periscope reach
• Number of Small Circles supported (Cirlces on LeanIn.Org + Circles on SmartSheets)
• Attendance at Moderator Trainings
The Lean In model of Chapter and Small Circle meetings has proven effective and we continue to leverage this model
going forward.
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Chapter Meetings
Our chapter meetings occur once a month based on the calendar of topics planned in January 2016 and augmented per
opportunity and need. Each month we host skill-building workshops, featuring experts in areas that support our member
interests. Workshops are free to members and general public, and are held in locations around Seattle and Bellevue. The
number of in-person attendees ranges from 60 - 100+. We broadcast workshops live via Periscope to those who can’t
attend in person and offer the option to record workshops for release on Lean In Seattle communications channels. Each
speaker is partnered with a Lean In leadership member to shape content that’s relevant to our audience. The structure
of the meetings typically follows 1 hour expert content, 1 hour small group activity with a moderator and 30-45 minutes
socializing before and after the event. We solicit volunteers from the membership base to be moderators and support the
event logistics to provide opportunities for community building and adding value.

CHAPTER CALENDAR AT-A-GLANCE

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

10 Identifying your
Coressence &
Personal Brand

6

12 Book Review of
Total Leadership:
The Four Way Win

Understanding your
Core Values Index

by Stewart Friedman

21 Moderator Training

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

2

7

4

Transitions, Courage,
Risk and Assessing
your Network

The Power of
Preparation

21 Lean In Women
Veterans Kick Off*

Mastering Rest &
Recuperation like an
Olympic Athlete

18 Small Circle
Moderator Training
Workshop

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

14 Social: Walk around
Green Lake

27 Body Image &
Personal Style*

10 Perfecting
your Pitch*

19 Social: Potluck Dinner
@ Cor’s

24 Moderator Training
Workshop

26 Nailing the Interview*

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

1

TBD Lean In Women
Veterans
Celebration

TBD Annual Meeting
& Celebration

Developing
Resiliency*

*Part of the Lean In Women Veterans Pilot Initiative
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CHAPTER EVENTS
JANUARY | Identifying your Coressence and Personal Brand
Speaker: Cordila Jochim, Founder and Brand Strategist @ Corhouse
Members Takeaways: Learned about the strengths and qualities they exhibit naturally that make them unique.
WOW Factor: This was the first time we tested our strategy to address lack of recurring member attendance. Cordila spoke in
December and gave a “teaser” for the January meeting as well as gave homework. Video posted here. Recurring membership
attendance MOM was over 60% and attendance doubled from December to January with 45 attendees, the largest Seattle
Chapter event in the history of the Chapter.

FEBRUARY | Understanding your Core Values Index
Speaker: Theresa McKenna, Executive Coach @ Empowerment Strategies
WOW Factor: Taylor Protocols developed a free Core Values Index (CVI) self-assessment link just for our Seattle Chapter found
here and every member walked away with a personalized badge of their Core Values Index. The CVI helps to highlight each
person's top areas of contribution that can be leveraged in a team environment.

MARCH | Book Review of Total Leadership: The Four Way Win by Stewart Friedman
Speakers: Kate Curtis & Chris Richardson
Members Takeaways: Members learned how to make a win in one of the 4 quadrants of life a win in all others.
WOW Factor: Best Selling Author and Wharton Business School Professor Stewart Friedman made a special video for our event
found here.
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APRIL | Transitions, Courage, Risk and Assessing your Network
Speakers: UW Professor Cate Goethals & Suzanne Keel-Eckmann
Members Takeaways: Learn about the benefits of taking risks and how to navigate an active transition by dreaming big and then
developing small steps to get there. Worksheet for Strategic Risk Taking posted here and Assessing your Network here.
WOW Factor: Cate Goethals specializes in womens leadership development at UW Foster School of Business and the event was
full at 100 members and standing room only.

MAY | The Power of Preparation*
Speaker: Karen Bryant, former CEO of Seattle WNBA Seattle Storm
Members Takeaways: Karen outlined a 6 step process for preparing for a big challenge: Envision Success, Define it in Quantifiable
Metrics, Audit your Abilities, Develop a Plan, Take Action, and Evaluate Along the Way. She incorporated some touching stories
from her own life experience with the Seattle Storm. Video recap of the event found here.
WOW Factor: First CEO speaker to join our chapter as a presenter and attracted over 75 attendees.

Lean In Women Veterans Kick Off on National Armed Forces Day
Speakers: Cordila Jochim, Co-Founder LIWV; Kathleen Carroll, USMC Veteran and Global Talent Acquisition Lead for Amazon
Members Takeaways: Veterans need help to transition from the military to the civilian workforce and the Lean In Seattle chapter
is doing something about it.
WOW Factor: 50 veterans and civilian supporters came together to form a 6-month initiative to develop content in support of
women veterans and helping them make a successful transition.
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JUNE | Mastering Rest & Recuperation like an Olympic Athlete
Speaker: Former Olympian Nicole Davis, Senior Consultant for Pete Carroll’s WinForever Consulting
Members Takeaways: There are 4 key pillars needed to rest, recuperate, and reload for high performance: 1) Sleep well, 2) Move
well, 3) Eat well, and most importantly 4) Think well. Members created a draft version of their Personal Philosophy with worksheet
found here and experienced a 10 minute meditation to build mindfulness skills.
WOW Factor: Nicole paid her own way to fly up from California and speak to our Chapter.

JULY | Nailing the Interview*
Speakers: Kathleen Carroll (Global Talent Acquisition Leader, Amazon), Brooke Jones-Chinetti (CEO, VetTechTrek), Sarah Roberts
(Northwest Regional Director, Team Red, White, & Blue), Cathy Masar (Senior Human Resources Business Partner, Amazon)
Members Takeaways: Expert advice for how to prepare for an interview. Link Event Recap newsletter containing Top 10
Takeaways found here. Video recap of the event found here.
WOW Factor: Initial RSVP listed included 1,000 people interested in attending. After capping the event due to space allotment,
350+ people attended via Periscope live-stream, including active service women in Kuwait.

Social: Potluck Dinner @ Cor’s				

Social: Walk around Green Lake

Intimate potluck dinner where 38 attendees shared their thoughts
about the year so far, gave feedback on the Chapter events &
strategies, and identified best-practices going forward.
						

After a groundswell movement around the Amazon event, we
hosted 20 new members in a walk around a 5K lake to provide
an easy way of connecting & socializing. 				
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UPCOMING EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
AUGUST | Body Image and Personal Style*
Speakers: Dana Kae (Photographer specializing in boudoir) and Shauna Roberts (Founder of After the Uniform)
The Plan: Host an event at a local boutique that will unpackage the challenges women have with body image and provide expert
stylist advice and tips for developing and feeling comfortable with your personal style.

SEPTEMBER | Perfecting your Pitch*
Speaker: Marie Perruchet, Author of One Perfect Pitch
The Plan: Invite members to develop their personal pitch and practice it at the chapter meeting in front of a small group
moderated by experts who can provide feedback for improvement.

OCTOBER | Developing Resiliency*
Speakers: KoduCare team
The Plan: Learn techniques in resiliency for navigating through difficult situations that test our strength.

NOVEMBER | Lean In Women Veterans Celebration
Speakers: TBD
The Plan: Celebrate women veterans in the Seattle community with a gala event involving the art community and partnering with
local companies who focus on veteran support.

DECEMBER | Annual Meeting & Celebration
Speakers: Local company executives and invitation extended to Sheryl Sandberg
The Plan: Celebrate together with a year in review while soliciting feedback to take forward into the next year.

*Part of the Lean In Women Veterans Pilot Initiative

SMALL CIRCLES
We are currently supporting 17 Small Circles per the LeanIn.Org website, however, in actuality, are supporting 25+. LeanIn.Org
sites 77 Small Circles in the Seattle area. Our desire was to reach out to all of these Small Circles and connect our efforts
together for greater impact. In January 2016 we did a full audit of each Small Circle, including an effort to contact and
assess the viability of circles that appeared inactive and/or contained only 1 member. We additionally were interested in
understanding more about their Circle (specifically geography and career stage - key drivers in Circle selection) so we could
fulfill our strategic pillar of Be a Resource and assist our Chapter members with placement and selection.
The process connected us with Seattle Small Circles Network, led by Jana Morelli and Alicia Boaz, and in January 2016, we
brought their Circle into the Seattle Chapter and added both leaders to the Seattle Chapter Leadership Team.
In general, however, the effort to learn about and connect with the other Small Circles was unsuccessful and we shifted to a circle matchmaking service to help women in the similar career stage and geographic location create and kick-off a circle. As part of this pilot,
we’ve launched 6 new circles and are preparing to launch 6-8 over the next 1-2 months from a backlog of 85 requests to join a circle.
Our main learning from this pilot match-making service is it is challenging to scale due to the high-touch engagement
model and ultimately removes the empowerment tenants of the Lean In movement. As a result, we are pivoting our focus to
empowering members to find and start a circle using LeanInCircles.org and by providing a robust Moderator Training offering
and look forward to engaging with LeanIn.Org on improving the self existing Small Circle engagement model.
Our desire is to create compelling materials and content within the Chapter meetings and to be further discussed in Small
Circles. We’re finding those who are in a Small Circle are more likely to apply the Chapter learnings.
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HAVE YOU APPLIED WHAT YOU LEARNED
AT A CHAPTER MEETING?

YES,
70%

NO,
30%

Of those who did not apply
what they had learned, 78%
are not in a circle.
Small Circles + Chapter events
boost engagement and action.

BE A RESOURCE: Global and Community Outreach
KPIs:
• Number of inbound job requests and postings
•

Number of inbound organizational engagement

•

Number of volunteers for Leadership Team seats

•

Number of volunteers for Committee seats

•

Number of volunteers per meeting

•

Number of Circles started within companies as a result of the Seattle Chapter’s engagement

•

Number of sponsored events

One of the biggest areas of impact from the Chapter is when we can Be a Resource - to members, Circles, organizations,
veterans, other Chapters and beyond. Here are some of the top areas where we are a resource in the community:
•

Livestream Periscope content from monthly chapter meetings is leveraged around the world with examples from
Italy and Kuwait.

•

Moderator Training has trained over 40 women on how to moderate a successful small circle and provided the
attendees with new meeting facilitation skills

•

Amazon approached us to help get the word out to mothers wanting to return to the workforce about
opportunities within Amazon

•

Comcast approached us to develop a PSA for women in leadership and the workforce

•

CEO from SmartSheets looked to our chapter first for a key hire

•

Local companies interested in partnership with a local chapter while they roll out small circles in their organization
(Microsoft, Amazon, Nordstrom, Costco, Junior League, Lean In Women Veterans)
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LEAN IN WOMEN VETERANS
Women represent 20% of the armed forces and 9% of the veteran community. As women veterans go from active duty
to veteran status, they experience a loss of community and a loss of contribution to a mission of the highest calling. For
mission-driven individuals accustomed to functioning with esprit de corps, these dual losses are devastating, resulting in
situations as tragic as suicide and homelessness. Alarmingly, women veterans are 5x more likely to commit suicide and 4x
more likely to be homeless over their male counterparts. We believe Lean In can be a key part of a successful transition by
providing a new kind of sisterhood (#SistersAfterService) and a place to contribute powerfully to people’s lives.
Women come to Lean In for the community it offers as well as a desire to contribute to that community through peer
support. In this way, we as women, veteran and civilian alike, are not dissimilar in our needs and drivers. We believe the Lean
In model of peer support can be a key element to helping women veterans make successful transitions from the military to
the private sector and have built a program to serve this group of women. We call it Lean In Women Veterans.

SEATTLE CHAPTER PILOT PROGRAM
In May 2016, the Lean In Seattle Chapter joined forces with Lean In Military to launch Lean In Women Veterans. Our Chapter
will be functioning as the beta civilian/veteran hybrid model, inviting women veterans and civilians to attend events and
enter into Small Circles alongside one another. Additionally, our goal is to Be A Resource to the Lean In community worldwide. From May to November 2016, our goal is to create content and programming specific to the needs of women veterans
but applicable to civilians and those also going through transitions in the private sector. Once complete, we will make the
content available to the 28,000 Lean In Circles and Chapters in the 140+ countries around the world who may also want to
support women veterans in their communities.
In addition to our Chapter meetings, we are going to test out an innovative Small Circle concept that brings together
veterans and civilians as well as one member from our partner KoduCare, a network of mental health care professionals
that has signed on to partner with us in this initiative. The KoduCare member will also participate in the Circle to work on
her own career goals and ambitions but may also serve as a representative of the healthcare community, able to facilitate
getting support for any member, veteran or civilian, if needed.
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LIWV KPIs:
• Number of women veteran members
•

Number of women veterans in Small Circles

•

Number of women veterans in transition (from active duty to private sector status)

•

Number of women veterans who accepted jobs

CHAPTER DEMOGRAPHICS
In July 2016, we conducted a member survey to get a better understanding of our member base to best serve our diverse community.
In our chapter, the top industries represented are from the Technology (35%), Professional Services (18%), Healthcare (13%) which aligns to some of the large organizations headquartered or officed in the Seattle area: Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook,
Google, Starbucks, Nordstrom, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center,etc.
We see a strategic opportunity to impact the percentage of women who are in technology, as women have been
underrepresented in technology for over 25 years and declining.

60%

WOMEN REPRESENT:

59%
51%

50%
40%

30%

30%

22.5%

15.6%

20%
10%

of U.S.
workforce

of U.S.
population

of top tech
companies

of leadership at
tech companies

of technical roles

Citation: http://www.cnet.com/news/women-in-tech-the-numbers-dont-add-up/

INDUSTRIES REPRESENTED:
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

Technology

Other

Professional
Services

Direct
Healthcare

CPG/Retail

Non-Profit

Medical
Devices

Education

Aerospace
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A largest percentage of our members are in the mid-career stage with 25-35% identifying as an Experienced Non-Manager
or Mid-level Manager. We’re attracting members from the large entrepreneurial community in Seattle with 15-20% of
members identifying as a Business Owner, Entrepreneur, or Consultant. Senior Leadership (Director, VP, GM) roles make
up about 15% of our members and 10% identify as Entry Level. Less than 5% of our members are in the C-Suite or are still
students, which we see as future growth opportunities.
CAREER PROGRESSION/STATUS:
Experienced, Non-Manager
Mid-Level Manager
Consultant
Entrepreneur
Business Owner
Sr. Leadership (Director, VP, GM)
Entry Level
Community Leader
Not in the Workplace
C-Suite
Student

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

AGE DISTRIBUTION:

25 - 34

36%
							The age distribution of our members aligns
							
with the career stages with 36% ages 25-34,
18 - 24 7%
35 - 44
							23%
age 35-44, and 34% age 44+.
23%
44 +
34%

We aim to reach the greater Seattle
region by having our meetings in different
locations around the area and the map to
the right shows the geographical
distribution of our members.
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II: ISSUES & ASKS
As a licensed entity, we are intricately tied to LeanIn.Org and intend to continue to work closely to assure we are in overall
alignment with the Lean In mission while actively advocating for the members in our immediate community.
Our members site the Book as the #1 method by which they’ve heard of Lean In. We believe they then go the LeanIn.Org
website to identify a Chapter or Circle in their area.
HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT LEAN IN?
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

Friend

Social
Media

Internet
Search

Event

News

The Book

Other

Because of the heavily weighted importance of LeanIn.Org to the success of our Chapter and movement, there are
several issues we’d like to work with Lean In to resolve:

UX/UI AS IT RELATES TO SMALL CIRCLES DISCOVERY
We currently conduct a match-making process within the Lean In Seattle Chapter that allows members to sign up on
our LeanInSeattle.Org website and asked to be matched to a Small Circle. We have done this because 64% of our survey
respondents are in, or have expressed the desire to be in, a Small Circle but find the process on LeanIn.Org confusing for
the following reasons:
1

There is no way to select Small Circles by location or career stage (the two most compelling selection criteria)

2

There is no way to determine if circles are still active (many circles listed in the Seattle area show only 1 member
and have no discernable activity on the website)

3 Because of inactive or non-responsive Small Circles, members often get discouraged with the LeanIn.Org process
and stop looking to join a Small Circle
Our Ask:
• Lean In identify the website roadmap and timeline
• Filter Small Circles to allow for discovery by zip code and/or career level
• Allow for deletion of Small Circles, those inactive after a certain time, and those with only 1 member
• Notify Regional Chapter Leaders when a new circle is added to their Region, whether it is attached to the Chapter or not
• Make it easy and intuitive to connect your Circle to a Chapter. Consider automatically attaching Circles to the 		
Regional Leader Chapters and allowing for “opt out” instead of “opt in”
What we’re doing on our end:
• Creating a “how to videos” around how to join a Circle, start a Circle, best practices on filling out your Circle profile
to recruit more members, and connecting your Circle to the Chapter
• Holding Moderator Training sessions Quarterly, encouraging moderators to fill out the content of their Small Circles
on LeanIn.Org
•

Continuing to reach out the the 77 Circles in the Seattle area presenting them with the videos that help them take action
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BRANDING
A great deal of our success is due to the strong recognition of the Lean In brand within the national and international
marketplaces. Because of this brand recognition, we are easily able to connect deeply into the community on behalf of our
members. However the Lean In Chapter logo, in particular, offers very little by way of brand integrity/recognition. While
Lean In has developed a multi-faceted logo suite (foundation/organization, circles, and chapters), the predominant brand
recognition is that of

. The secondary logo use is that of Circles

, but the use of the Chapter logo

or the mention of Chapters is virtually absent from the LeanIn.Org site.
This causes confusion in the marketplace when we present our Lean In designed business cards, as the logo doesn’t
automatically tie-back to what is most recognized as the Lean In logo. This calls into question our validity as a Lean In
licensee, both for our members and the community at large.
Our Ask:
•
•

Lean In identify its intention for Chapters, their impact and support thereof
Consider revisiting the Chapter logo and/or allowing Chapters to use the Lean In logo and add it’s city’s name in
the same font style.

What we’re doing on our end:
•

We’ve created Lean In Seattle and Lean In Women Veteran logos. We ask that we be able to continue their usage as
this issue is explored.

LACK OF BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP
We’re having trouble encouranging people to become members through LeanIn.Org in that there’s little perceived benefit.
So much of the resources are free and accessible without creating a profile and the social channels on Facebook and our
LeanInSeattle.Org website are able to hold more dynamic and creative content and therefore are more frequently trafficked.
The key issues are:
•

Due to the presence of the member/Circle count on the Chapter Dashboard, we are making the assumption that
these are the Key Performance Indicators of our Chapter/Circle performance.

•

Our performance is then dependent on individuals creating a profile on LeanIn.Org, which they are not inclined to
do based on lack of value prop, and therefore our efforts are measured on something over which we have no control.

Our Ask:
Our desire is to have our efforts directly attached to the successful outcomes and metrics of the performance of our Chapter.
•
•
•
•

Participate in a brainstorming session with the Regional Leaders around KPI’s and their implementation
Present a roadmap for development
Evaluate the value proposition in participating and creating a profile in the site and either add additional value to
be behind the profile wall or move the resources to be behind the profile wall
Develop a true benefits program surrounding membership

What we’re doing on our end:
•

Developing additional KPI’s, as noted above
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III: MOVING FORWARD / OPPORTUNITIES
We see opportunities for greater impact by improving the collaboration between Regional Leader Chapters and
LeanIn.Org in the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Create vision for Chapters and how we make can bigger waves in the community and affect local business
Establish Lean In KPIs and map a plan around how regional Chapters and Circles can affect them
Leverage Regional Leaders for global and strategic impact
Leverage more for national campaigns

IV: COMING UP!
We have a few very large events still to come in 2016:
•

November 11th Veteran’s Day Celebration: we will be celebrating Veterans Day this year with our Seattle Chapter
community as well as cultural, community, and corporate influencers. We will be partnering with photographer
Chris Jordan to create a transformative photography exhibit to create a visceral and emotional response to the
statistics stated above regarding women veterans. We are in discussion with Microsoft to sponsor the event, as
they are also very committed to assisting veterans with successful transitions. We have had several meetings with
decision makers and we await resolution soon. We are expecting 300-500+ people for a gala-style event.

•

December 3 Annual Meeting: we have had an extraordinary year of growth and engagement and intend to fully
celebrate this accomplishment. Additionally, we’ll be rolling out our curriculum for 2017 and the strategic plan.
We expect to attract key speakers from surrounding companies who have been excited by the growth of our 		
Chapter. We will also be asking individual Chapter members to share their stories. We will hold a seat for Sheryl to
join in our celebration and to inspire us as we continue to impact womens’ lives and pursue gender equality at
work and at home.

•

LIWV Pilot Completion: we expect to complete the content for LIWV by the end of the year and will be packaging
that up for delivery to other chapters who have expressed interest in also supporting women veterans.

It has been an extraordinary year and we look forward to all that is to come.

For questions about the contents of this document or to learn more about the Lean In Seattle Chapter, please contact:
Cordila Jochim
Lean In Seattle Chapter Lead and Chief Strategist
cordila@leaninseattle.org | 206-658-5272
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